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Purpose:

To provide you with theory and practical 
experience to become an effective Quality 
Management System Auditor

Process:

 Workshop presentation

 Exercises and case studies

 Discussion and reasoning

 Class presentations

Payoff:
You will have a basic understanding of the 
tools and techniques used in performing 
internal audits.

Practice will give you the experience!

Workshop Overview
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The Standard Internal Auditing

1

2

3

4

5 I live and breathe the Standard, and 
often read it for fun. 

I have in-depth knowledge of  
the parts of the Standard 
that apply to my functional 
area.

I’m familiar with the general 
principles of the Standard.

I’ve heard of it.

It’s totally new to me.

I even perform internal audits 
at home!

I’ve performed internal audits 
in an organization.

I’ve been an observer on one 
or more internal or external 
audits.

I’ve been audited but have 
never performed an internal 
audit.

I’ve never been involved in an 
audit.

1

2

3

4

5
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• Quality Management Systems and the Process Approach

• Introduction to Quality Management System Auditing

• The Four Phases of an Audit

o Plan: Determine the Requirements & Prepare for the Audit

o Do: Gather the Evidence

o Check: Make a Comparison

o Act: Take Action

• Maintaining a Successful Audit Program

• Summary

Agenda
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By the end of this course, participants will be 
able to:

• Describe the goals of an internal audit.

• State the benefits of internal auditing.

• Determine the requirements for an Internal 

Audit.

• Plan an Internal Audit and develop a guidelist.

• Perform an Internal Audit.

• Identify nonconformity to requirements during 

an audit.

• Report on an audit and follow up on corrective 

actions taken in response to audit findings.

• Describe the actions necessary for maintaining a 

successful audit program.

Learning Objectives
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Meet & Greet Exercise 1

• Pair up. Interview your neighbor                    
(2 ½ minutes each).
Find out:

o Name

o Organization, job function, and length of 

employment

o Knowledge of the Standard and internal 

auditing

o Learning expectations

• Introduce neighbor to class
(1 minute each).
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• Say what you’ll do through the Quality Management System (QMS) documentation &/or 
training.

• Do what you say through disciplined use of the QMS.

• Prove it using Internal Audits (and External ones).

• Improve it using Corrective Action and Continual Improvement.
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For an auditor, the SIPOC chart is a good first step toward understanding a process before delving into 
the detailed activities shown by a flow chart (aka process map).
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Jobs exist in “functions” (the Organization Chart) but are performed within Processes.
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What are some potential benefits of the process approach?
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An important outcome of the Plan phase is a thorough understanding of the requirements by the auditor. 
This knowledge will then aid the auditor as the evidence is gathered in the Do phase, and conclusions 
are drawn about conformity in the Check phase. 
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“A” is the requirement being audited. “B” is the actual practice observed. If these two things match, the 
practice is considered conforming. If there is not a match, then the auditor notes a finding of 
nonconformity.
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A common- sense approach:

• Develop a good understanding of your business processes

• Document business processes based on current best practices

• Deploy documented best practices throughout the organization

• Establish and deploy measurable objectives

• Ensure best practices are followed (Internal Audits)

• Identify opportunities to correct and prevent systemic problems from occurring
or re-occurring

• Ensure Changes are Controlled

• Establish a strong foundation for future performance improvements 
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The Standard, AS9100 Rev. D — Quality Management Systems - Requirements for Aviation, 
Space, and Defense Organizations, originated and is updated by the IAQG (the International 
Aerospace Quality Group), with representatives from aviation, space and defense organizations 
in the Americas, Asia/Pacific and Europe. As of November 2016, there are 67 organizations 
listed as Active Signatories. See the website www.IAQG.org, hosted within the SAE (Society 
of Automotive Engineers) site, for more information.
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Source: ISO 9004:2009 Managing for the sustained success of an organization — A quality 
management approach

This document is helpful in deepening an understanding of AS9100 requirements.

These principles form the foundation of the ISO 9001 and AS9100 Standards.

37
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A partial listing of IAQG Standards:

• 9100 - Quality System for Aerospace Manufacturers

• 9101 – Quality Management Systems Assessment

• 9102 – Aerospace First Article Inspection Requirement

• 9103 – Variation Management of Key Characteristics

• 9104 – Requirements for Aerospace QMS Certification/Registration Programs

• 9110 - Quality System for Aerospace Maintenance Organizations 

• 9120 - Quality System for Stockist [Pass-Through] Distributors

• 9134 – Supply Chain Risk Management Guideline

• 9162 – Aerospace Operator Self-Verification Programs

For a complete listing of publications, see www.IAQG.org.
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PLAN

• Establish objectives and determine resources needed to meet requirements

DO

• Implement what was planned

CHECK

• Monitor/measure processes and results

ACT

• Take action to maintain or improve process performance
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• For your assigned AS9100 sub-clause, answer the following 
questions:

 What is the intent of the section?
That is, what are the requirements trying to accomplish?

o A goal or objective

o Not how they are accomplished

o Don’t confuse the means with the goal

• What are some subjective words in the section?

• Express the intent in one short sentence.

 For example, “To ensure  (what?)      .”
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Beginning with this slide, and continuing through this section, refer to the “Detailed Outline of 
Headings” for the Standard, provided in the 3rd tab titled “Reference Materials.”

The Context clause is a new addition to the Standard, and requires an organization to frame the QMS in 
terms of the organization’s place in its business and regulatory (and social) setting, and to maintain an 
awareness of relevant external and internal issues, including requirements of “interested parties” that 
can impact the ability to deliver outcomes. Use of the organization context and principles of the process 
approach play a big part in scoping the QMS and outlining its processes. The ISO 9001:2015 Standard 
removed the requirement for a Quality Manual, but AS9100 Rev. D retains a requirement for a high-
level document that outlines the QMS.
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Modifications in sub-clauses 5.1 and 5.2 incorporate the changes in Section 4 for organization context 
and interested parties and reinforce the use of the process approach and risk-based thinking.

Sub-clause 5.3 is largely unchanged: ISO 9001:2015 removed the role of Management Representative, 
but AS9100 Rev. D retains it.
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Sub-clause 6.1 is new and emphasizes the use of risk-based thinking (and for this reason, the former 
sub-clause for Preventive Action was removed). Sub-clause 6.2 retains the previous intent for Quality 
objectives and adds new specifics for planning for their achievement. Sub-clause 6.3 modifies the 
previous planning requirements to reinforce risk-based thinking.
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The sub-clauses 7.1 through 7.3 broaden previous resource requirements and add some new ones to 
continue the emphasis on the process approach and risk-based thinking, especially in relation to 
knowledge management and employees’ risk awareness.

Sub-clause 7.4 is modified to give more specific requirements regarding the process of communication 
and is less prescriptive on content, although AS9100 Rev. D adds a guidance note.

Sub-clause 7.5 changes terminology from “documents” and “records” to “documented information” 
(see next page). New requirements bring this section up-to-date with the use of digital information.



Policy Manual

Document(s) stating organization’s policy interpretation of external requirements/guidelines (e.g., International 
Standards, Regulations, Customer’s Systems Requirements, Industry Standards, etc.) as applied to the 
organization. 

Procedures

Documents describing the organization’s high level processes (which may be listed in a Manual). They describe 
methods and responsibilities in more detail. Can make use of flow diagrams to simplify this task. Says: "Who 
does what and when."

Work Instructions

Documents that provide detail to support the organization’s procedures. They provide specific information on 
activities, tasks, and steps such as: how to build specific assemblies, how to load a program into a robot, 
keystrokes for order entry, etc. May also be forms, checklists, work standards/examples. 
Says: "How this part of the process is performed."

Records

Records are the information and/or data that show a process has been performed. When a form (Work 
Instruction) has been filled out, it then becomes a record. Records can be such things as collected 
measurement/monitoring data, supplier information, computer data, test results, quality reports, etc. Records 
provide "objective evidence” that a process has been carried out.
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Sub-clause 8.1 rewords and reorganizes the previous product planning and control requirements,  with 
new additions that incorporate the increased emphasis on risk-based thinking, including product safety 
and prevention of counterfeit parts. The wording of the requirements for configuration management is 
greatly simplified.

Sub-clauses 8.2 through 8.4 have modifications that reinforce risk-based thinking and the process 
approach for meeting customer requirements. There are terminology changes and some new 
requirements in line with those in clauses 4, 6 and 8.1. 
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Sub-clause 8.5 is largely the same, with terminology modifications in line with previous changes. It is 
also reworded for better application to service-based organizations, including an expanded section for 
post-delivery activities. There are also new and modified requirements in line with added risk and 
human factors criteria earlier in the Standard. The sub-clause on control of changes is new to ISO 
9001:2015 but encompasses previous text from AS9100 Rev. C.

Sub-clause 8.6 is mostly unchanged except for terminology modifications. Sub-clause 8.7 also has 
terminology changes and incorporates consideration of counterfeit parts.
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Sub-clauses 9.1 and 9.3 remain the same in terms of intent and as in other clauses, incorporate 
terminology changes and the emphasis on risk-based thinking.

Sub-clause 9.2 is the same except for a new note regarding the use of performance indicators during 
internal audits. Sub-clause 9.3 also has new requirements that reinforce the use of performance 
indicators.
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Clause 10 as a whole incorporates the emphasis on management of risks and opportunities along with 
earlier terminology changes. The previous AS9100 Rev. C additions for process nonconformance are 
incorporated in sub-clause 10.2. Consideration of human factors in nonconformance evaluation is new, 
and as stated before, the sub-clause for preventive action is removed.
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Purpose and scope can be thought of on several levels. There may be an overall purpose and scope for 
an audit, such as to assess a supplier’s quality system as part of a Supplier Certification program. To 
accomplish this type of large-scale audit, multiple auditors may be used. Each auditor would be 
assigned to one or more processes/areas within the quality system, each with a particular purpose and 
scope. An internal audit program as a whole can be thought of in this way as well.
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Audit Criteria: Set of policies, procedures, or requirements used as a reference against which 
objective evidence is compared.
( ISO 9000:2015, 3.13.7)

Requirement: Need or expectation that is stated, generally implied or obligatory.
( ISO 9000:2015, 3.6.4)

Technical Expert: Person who provides specific knowledge or expertise to the audit team. (ISO 
9000:2015, 3.13.16)
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Internal Audit Plan – Purchasing Process

Objectives:

1. Process is adequately documented

2. Process is understood and is being used by staff and Project Managers

3. Process is delivering satisfactory results that contribute to established goals

Scope: 

This audit will examine the sub-process for selecting and evaluating material and 
service suppliers. Main focus will be on services.

Key Requirements:

• ISO 9001, subclause 8.4.1, 8.4.2

• Boomtown procedure OP 8.4

Activities to be Evaluated:

• Steps to request new supplier or excepted supplier

• Steps to evaluate new or excepted suppliers

• Steps to continue evaluation of suppliers

• Steps to change supplier status

• Decision process and criteria for above steps

Documents Needed:

• OP 8.4 (obtained from system)

• Approved Supplier List (obtained from system)

• Records of supplier selection and evaluation (provided by Purchasing)

Special Considerations: None

Schedule:

• Opening Meeting: 8:00 – 8:10, 8/19/XX Mary Carter’s Office

• Internal Audit: 8:10 – 9:10, 8/19/XX (detailed schedule provided)

• Closing Meeting: 9:10 – 9:25, 8/19/XX Purchasing Conf. Room

Audit Plan Example

68ETI Group © 2019 Internal Auditor 
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While the fundamental “A=B” comparison process is the same, the two things being compared can 
vary. 

Each comparison looks at a different aspect of the Quality Management System:

1. Is the QMS documented and are all requirements covered? 

2. Are the QMS plans (i.e. documents) being followed?

3. Does the QMS fit the organization and help it meet customer and regulatory requirements?
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The Internal Audit Guidelist begins at Step 2 from “The 3 Step Comparison Process.” It serves as an 
outline for the “A to B” comparison. 

Note taking will be discussed in more detail in the “Do” section.
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Process Point What to Check For

Decisions • Who has responsibility & authority for the decision?
• What are the decision criteria?
• Are decisions being made:

- by the correct person?
- that meet criteria?

Hand-offs • Is the item correct?
• Does it arrive on time?

Records 
Created

• Is the correct form used (including revision level)?
• Are the records filled out properly?
• Are the records legible and retrievable?

Data Collected • If it is required, is it being collected?
• Is the data accurate?
• How is the data used?

Exceptions • What happens if …?
• Are there processes for handling exceptions?
• Are these processes followed?
• Can the process survive the exceptions? (Is it 

robust?)

Corrective 
Actions

• Are there past corrective actions against part of the 
process?

• Were the corrective actions implemented?
• Were they effective?

Questions for Process Points
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See the Appendix for an additional guidelist example.
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The audit guidelist may need to be modified based on the answers to these questions. Depending on the 
audit purpose, it may be better to dig deeper into a few requirements as opposed to a surface look at a 
lot of requirements.

After completing the guidelist, the auditor may find that the audit agenda needs to be modified in terms 
of flow of activities to look at, people to talk to and timing.
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If a nonconformity is found, don’t try to find the cause or solve the problem during the audit. (This 
suggestion will be difficult to follow!)
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Eyes, ears, mouth and…

Assuming healthy functioning, the body has a four to one ratio of “observational”  organs to “speaking” 
organ. They should be used in that proportion during the audit interview. Your nose may come in handy 
too!
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Exercise 9

Interview Question Critique

Below are four questions that a reviewer has asked at the start of an interview. Decide whether you 
think the questions are effective. If so, circle “Yes” and write why you made this decision. If not, 
circle “No” and rewrite the question to how you think it should be asked.

1. How do you determine which individuals are qualified to fill in on this task when the 
regular person is absent?

YES NO

2. Do you record any information during the design review process?

YES NO

3. How do you handle nonconforming items?

YES NO

4. Does your supervisor review these records on a daily basis?

YES NO

92ETI Group © 2019 Internal Auditor 
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The “Listening Techniques” sheet provided in the Appendix gives more information.
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While the focus of the audit may be on a specific process, (such as Supplier Qualification), you 
should always be auditing the system—checking the links and hand-offs from and to other 
processes/systems.
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Being observant of resource issues—human, infrastructure and work environment—can provide good 
information about effectiveness of the QMS implementation. While the purpose of an internal quality 
audit is not to conduct a Safety audit, any observed safety issues should be brought up immediately.
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Exercise 12

Fact or Inference?

Read the following paragraph and evaluate the statements below. Are they factual statements or 
are they inferences? Circle F for fact, or circle I for inference.

You are driving to work in nasty weather, and get caught in a traffic jam. Cars are backed up for 
miles, and the radio says there’s an accident ahead, a three–car collision. You had noticed the 
roads were very slick. You’re stuck, with no possible exit. At least you have some coffee to drink 
while you wait. You crawl along for an hour in first gear and wind up being late for your 
morning meeting. As you rush into the meeting, you suddenly remember you forgot to bring 
doughnuts!

Fact Inferred

F I 1. The accident was caused by the slick roads.

F I 2. You were assigned at the last meeting to bring doughnuts for today.

F I 3. You had some coffee with you.

F I 4. You heard about the accident on the radio.

F I 5. Being stuck in the traffic jam was frustrating.

F I 6. You were late for the morning staff meeting.

F I 7. The collision involved three cars.

F I 8. You didn’t bring doughnuts.

F I 9. You were in first gear for an hour.

F I 10. The weather was nasty.

F I 11. You were driving your car.

F I 12. You were on the interstate in a place where you couldn’t exit.
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Remember, your attitude is contagious and can infect both your behavior and the auditee’s, 
for good or ill. 

What are some other biases to watch out for?
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When there is disagreement or you are uncertain about drawing a conclusion, do not be afraid to get a 
second opinion. Consult the audit lead, get the perspective of another auditor and/or consult resources 
back at your organization. It’s better to leave an issue open than to make a hasty judgement that has to 
be withdrawn. 
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Generally, it is not recommended that you copy records, although there are times when the auditor may 
feel it’s necessary. In all cases, be sure to note the information that will provide traceability: document 
number/revision, order number, serial number, etc. 
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Findings of Nonconformity must be based on Objective Evidence.

Remember the 3 Step Comparison Process. In Step 2, the auditor compares the QMS 
documentation to the actual practices to see if implementation has happened in all necessary 
areas and if processes are compliant with the requirements.

As the QMS matures, internal auditing should go beyond simply assessing compliance. In Step 
3, performance audits are conducted which compare workplace practices to results.  We want to 
see whether the QMS is effectively meeting goals for both customer satisfaction and internal 
efficiency and suitability. At this third level, those inside the organization may be better able to 
make this determination than an external auditor.
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Audit Findings: Results of the evaluation of the collected audit evidence against audit criteria. (ISO 
9000:2015, 3.13.9)

Observations might be practices that are potentially risky (ineffective or inefficient), or they may be 
opportunities to improve on effectiveness of the existing adequate process. Observations may come 
from the auditor or be ideas from the auditees.
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Audit Conclusion: Outcome of an audit, after consideration of the audit objectives and all audit 
findings. (ISO 9000:2015, 3.13.10)
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Some organizations allow “on the spot” fixes for minor issues. Be careful with these! It is still 
important to track these fixes since multiple minor findings may aggregate to a major nonconformity.

Major issues are likely to result in the failure or limit the ability of the QMS to assure controlled 
processes and/or compliant products/services.

Minor issues are single failures or lapses in conformance which do not place the control of processes 
and/or compliance of products/services at risk.
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Typically just one requirement is cited per nonconformity. Conversely, it is possible to have multiple 
findings related to one requirement.
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Typically, functional titles rather than individuals’ names, would be used on a finding statement. 
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The person assigned to take corrective action should be responsible for fully answering the problem 
statement questions above. 
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Evidence should be listed on Finding Statements or in Audit Notes; copy only if absolutely necessary
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The Audit Report can also be a place to highlight solutions implemented as a result of previous audits, 
as well as to bring attention to Corrective Actions that are still open from previous audits. 

Consider how Internal Audit results will be communicated throughout the organization.
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Audit Summary Report Example

Distribution: 
Manager, New Product Engineering 
Vice President, Engineering 
Manager, Market Requirements Development 
Vice President, Sales and Marketing 

ABC Company 
Audit 

Summary Report 
 

 
Audit Date: January 5,  20XX Audit Number: 01–001 
 
Purpose & Scope: This review examined the Engineering Department to establish its compliance 

with the Design Control requirements of ISO 9001:2015 and ABC Design 
Procedure, SOP-003 Rev. C . 

 
Area(s) Audited: Engineering and Marketing 
 
Auditor: Jane Smith 
 
General Observations: 
 
1. Overall Compliance:  In general, the Engineering and Marketing groups are complying with 

the ABC Company practices as they are written. There were some issues involved in whether 
the Company practices have fully met the intent of the ISO 9001 requirements. These issues 
are addressed in the Nonconformity Findings. 

 
2. Employee Knowledge of Quality System: All employees interviewed were well versed in the 

requirements of our quality system. They knew what was required and where to locate the 
information. New engineers go through a clearly defined indoctrination program that has 
helped to ensure good knowledge of the quality system. 

 
3. Positive Observations & Impressions:  See notes above. 
 
4. Comments on Review Frequency:  The Design Control process currently is audited every 

quarter. Based on the results observed during this audit and the prior two audits, I recommend 
the audit cycle be changed to every six months. 

 
Nonconformity Issues: 
 
1. Overall Comments:  The major issue encountered regarded the ABC Company practice of not 

retaining records of the review, risk assessment and authorization of design changes prior to 
production release (i.e. “Rev A” drawings). This practice conflicts with the ISO 9001 
requirement that documented information regarding these actions is retained. 

 
2. There were a total of 3 Nonconformity Finding Notes issued during the audit, which are 

attached to this report. 
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In the ISO 9001-based Standards, Stage 1 is synonymous with “Correction” and Stage 2 with 
“Corrective Action.”
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Source: Management Audits, 3rd Edition by Allan J. Sayle
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This document provides general guidance for effectively implementing and conducting quality 
management system audit programs.
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Audit Client: Organization or person requesting an audit (ISO 9000:2015, 3.13.11)

Auditee: Organization being audited (ISO 9000:2015, 3.13.12)
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Management Reviews of the Quality System can function as systems audits.
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Inputs Outputs

• Status of actions from prior reviews 
• Changes in external and internal issues relevant to the QMS
• Information on performance and effectiveness of QMS, 

including trends in:

• Decisions & actions related to:

− Customer satisfaction and feedback from interested 
parties 

− Opportunities for improvement

− Extent to which Q Objectives have been met − Any need for changes to the QMS

− Process performance & product/service conformity − Resource needs

− Nonconformities and corrective actions

− Monitoring and measurement results

− Audit results

− Performance of external providers

• Adequacy of resources

• Effectiveness of actions taken to address risks and 
opportunities

• Opportunities for improvement
145ETI Group © 2019 Internal Auditor 
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